
 

Operating Instructions: 

1. Rotate the left & right support plate (Stand holder) outwards.  

2. Open the lock by pressing the unluck button and open the top of the 

screens casing. 

3. Pull the handle in the middle of the screen, indicated with the yellow 

label. Pull upwards until the maximum height is reached.  

4. When retracting the screen, slowly pull the handle indicated with the 

yellow label downwards, until the screen has completely retracted back 

into the casing 

5. Close the casing and rotate the left & right support plate (Stand 

holder) inwards and align them with the casing. 

CAUTION: 

1. Keep the screen in a Wind free environment.  

2. When extending or retracting the screen, remember to only use the 

handle indicated with the yellow label. 

CAUTION Cont.: 

3. To ensure a flat and even surface on the fabric when the screen is 

extended, please do no touch the gap between the top crosswise 

mechanism and the yellow label part.  

4. To avoid folding the fabric and causing creases to the screen, please 

extend and retract the screen slowly, applying only minimal pressure. 

5. In case of cleaning of the fabric, use a soft, damp cloth to clean any 

spots / blemishes on the fabrics surface. Gently wipe the screen, 

applying minimal pressure to prevent tear or damage.  

6. Be sure to lock the screen securely in its casing after use, to protect 

the screen. 
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1. Open the tripod fully, by pushing down on the center portion of the 

tripod, until the three feet of the tripod are fully spread out.   

2. Turn the housing case 90 degrees and pull the hatch upwards and attach the hatch to the 

top of the Tripod pole.  

(Follow the steps: A,B,C.) 

3. Adjust the tightening lock of the 

Tripod pole, to change the desired 

height of the of the screen. 

4. By opening or closing the handle 

hatch, it is possible to adjust the lowest 

part of the screen to the desired height.  

5. With the dial knob on the handle hatch, it is possible to 

remove the entire housing case of the screen. This is done 

by turning the dial knob downwards as shown on the 

picture. 

6. After turning the dial knob, 

the Housing case is then 

removed as shown. 
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